Abstract-Developers frequently discuss aspects of the systems they are developing online. The comments they post to discussions form a rich information source about the system. Intention mining, a process introduced by Di Sorbo et al., classifies sentences in developer discussions to enable further analysis. As one example of use, intention mining has been used to help build various recommenders for software developers. The technique introduced by Di Sorbo et al. to categorize sentences is based on linguistic patterns derived from two projects. The limited number of data sources used in this earlier work introduces questions about the comprehensiveness of intention categories and whether the linguistic patterns used to identify the categories are generalizable to developer discussion recorded in other kinds of software artifacts (e.g., issue reports). To assess the comprehensiveness of the previously identified intention categories and the generalizability of the linguistic patterns for category identification, we manually created a new dataset, categorizing 5,408 sentences from issue reports of four projects in GitHub. Based on this manual effort, we refined the previous categories. We assess Di Sorbo et al.'s patterns on this dataset, finding that the accuracy rate achieved is low (0.31). To address the deficiencies of Di Sorbo et al.'s patterns, we propose and investigate a convolution neural network (CNN)-based approach to automatically classify sentences into different categories of intentions. Our approach optimizes CNN by integrating batch normalization to accelerate the training speed, and an automatic hyperparameter tuning approach to tune appropriate hyperparameters of CNN. Our approach achieves an accuracy of 0.84 on the new dataset, improving Di Sorbo et al.'s approach by 171%. We also apply our approach to improve an automated software engineering task, in which we use our proposed approach to rectify misclassified issue reports, thus reducing the bias introduced by such data to other studies. A case study on four open source projects with 2,076 issue reports shows that our approach achieves an average AUC score of 0.687, which improves other baselines by at least 16%.
INTRODUCTION
During the process of software development, developers frequently discuss how to resolve defects, what features to implement, the overall project plan, and many other points via various written communication channels, including mailing lists, issue repositories, and code review systems [1] - [5] . These channels keep track of developer discussions, easing the process of decision making and facilitating effective communication in a distributed project team [1] , [5] , [6] . The discussions are a rich source of information that can be used to build multiple kinds of support tools for developers [4] , [7] - [9] .
When developers participate in a communication channel, they may have different intentions. For example, the intention of developer A could be describing a bug, while the intention of developer B might be providing possible solutions. To help make developer discussions more accessible to analysis tools, Di Sorbo et al. proposed the concept of intention mining. Specifically, they proposed a taxonomy of intentions to classify sentences in developer discussions from mailing lists into six categories: feature request, opinion asking, problem discovery, solution proposal, information seeking, and information giving [10] . To build an automatic tool for classification, they manually extracted 231 heuristic linguis-tic patterns based on a collection of 1,077 manually labelled sentences from the Qt and Ubuntu mailing lists. They also showed how the determination of sentences in developer discussions related to four categories-feature request, problem discovery, information seeking, and information giving-can help generate method descriptions [10] . This taxonomy of intentions and the summarized linguistic patterns have also been applied to the analysis of user feedbacks collected from app reviews. For example, Panichella et al. [11] leveraged the linguistic patterns for the intentions of information giving, information seeking, feature request, and problem discovery to classify sentences in app reviews.
While Di Sorbo et al. ' s taxonomy has been shown to be effective in analyzing developer discussion from mailing lists [10] and user feedbacks from app reviews [11] , it is still unclear whether Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy of intentions can be generalized to discussions in issue tracking systems. In addition, it is unclear whether Di Sorbo et al.'s manually summarized heuristic linguistic patterns still work well for this new setting. In this paper, we first assess the generalizability of Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy on sentences appearing in comments recorded in issue tracking systems. We perform this assessment by randomly selecting 5,408 sentences from comments recorded in issue tracking systems of four large and popular projects hosted on GitHub (i.e., TensorFlow [12] , Docker [13] (evolved to Moby), Bootstrap [14] , and VS Code [15] ). Then, we categorize these sentences manually, refining Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy during the process. Specifically, we merge opinion asking into information seeking since the ratio of sentences belonging to opinion asking is rather low (i.e., 1%) and they can always be classified as information seeking. We also add two additional intentions -aspect evaluation and meaningless -to provide coverage of all sentences.
Next, to extend Di Sorbo et al.'s manual process, we propose a deep learning-based approach to categorize sentences automatically and more accurately into different categories of intentions compared to Di Sorbo's previous heuristic approach. Our approach first learns a matrix representation of a sentence using word embedding [16] . Next, our approach builds a convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify new sentences. CNN requires an initial setting of multiple hyperparameters; previous studies [17] - [19] have shown that tuning of hyperparameters is critical for a prediction model to achieve good performance. However, this tuning is tedious, time-consuming and requires expert knowledge. To overcome these limitations that can restrict the use of the approach, we propose an automatic hyperparameter tuning approach, along with an ensemble learning component to improve accuracy. Since CNN is computationally expensive and requires a long training time, we also integrate batch normalization [20] to substantially reduce the training time, making the approach more applicable in practice.
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we compare our approach with Di Sorbo et al.'s heuristic linguistic pattern approach [10] . We perform experiments on both our collected data (i.e., comments in issue reports) and Di Sorbo et al.'s data (i.e., emails in mailing lists). The experimental results show that our approach achieves an average accuracy of 0.8, which improves on Di Sorbo et al.'s approach by 91%. One might question whether our enhanced deep learning strategy is necessary to achieve this improvement. To investigate this question, we compare our approach against three other automated approaches that have been used to classify sentences for various purposes: Kim's CNN for sentence classification [21] , Gu and Kim's natural language processing approach [22] , and traditional text classification using bag-of-words features [23] and hyper-parameter tuning strategies [24] , [25] . Our experiments demonstrate that our approach improves on these techniques by an average improvement of at least 13% in terms of accuracy. In terms of efficiency, in our experiments, our approach requires about half an hour to automatically tune the hyperparameters and train multiple CNNs for ensemble learning.
A substantial threat to the generalizability of our approach is bias in the labelling process used to train the neural network. To investigate this bias, we conducted a user study with 11 professional developers to check on the appropriateness of intention categories that are produced by our approach when it is applied to 140 sentences from issue tracking systems of four other projects (i.e., Three.js, Ruby on Rails, OpenCV and Scikit-Learn). We found that on average across all categories, 89% of the classification results are accepted by the majority of the developers, and 73% of the classification results are accepted by all developers.
Finally, we apply our approach in a specific automated software engineering task, namely rectifying misclassified issue reports. Herzig et al. [26] found that issue reports are often misclassified -many are marked as bug reports when they are actually feature requests and vice versa. This misclassification would introduce bias and threaten the external validity of any study that builds on such data -e.g., defect prediction studies [27] , [28] . Given an issue report classified as bug report, our approach searches for sentences that are likely to belong to feature requests and reclassifies this issue report as a feature request if it contains at least one such sentence. A case study on four open source projects with 2,076 issue reports shows that our approach achieves an average AUC score of 0.687, which improves a number of baselines proposed by Antoniol et al. [29] by at least 16%. Different from the existing baselines, our approach not only rectifies a misclassified issue report, but also shows the reason why it should be categorized as such. This indicates that our approach can serve as a support tool to help in rectifying misclassified issue reports.
The main contributions of this paper are: 1) We assess the generalizability of Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy of intentions on discussions in issue tracking systems. We proceed to refine their taxonomy by merging two intentions into one category, and adding two new intentions. 2) We apply CNN and extend it to better classify sentences into intention categories. We integrate batch normalization with CNN to boost the training speed by at least 10 times. We improve the accuracy of CNN by at least 10% with automatic hyperparameter tuning and ensemble learning. 3) We show our approach achieves a good performance in terms of accuracy and F1-score, which outperforms both Di Sorbo et al.'s approach and other automated approaches for sentence classification by a substantial margin. 4) We conduct a user study with 11 professional developers and we find that 89% of the classification results are agreed by the majority of developers. 5) We conduct a case study to show how our approach can be applied to improve an automated software engineering task. Paper Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present background and related work in Section 2. We introduce our taxonomy of intentions in Section 3. We elaborate the preliminaries of deep learning in Section 4. We describe the overall framework and technical details of our approach in Section 5. We present our experimental setup and results in Section 6. We present the user study of our classification results in Section 7. We apply our approach to improve an automated software engineering task in Section 8. We discuss how to identify patterns in a sentence the explain CNN's classification result and discuss threats to validity in Section 9. We conclude the paper and mention future work in Section 10.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Intention Mining
Although Di Sorbo et al. [10] proposed the concept of intention mining from developer discussions, they did not explicitly define what is intention. In Oxford English dictionary, the word intention is defined as "A thing intended; an aim or plan". In this paper, we define the concept of intention as the purpose underlying an expression by a developer in a discussion. For example, in an issue report, the intention of some comments is to describe a bug, while the intention of some other comments is to provide possible solutions.
There are various potential applications of the intention mining results. For example, we can leverage the identified information seeking sentences to summarize frequently asked questions in a project, or we can recommend the most wanted features to the project manager based on identified feature request sentences.
In practice, the comments posted by the same developer can contain a mix of intentions. For example, a developer posted the following comment for Issue #7654 on Tensorflow 1 :
Currently the initial load / full page refresh of tensorboard starts on the scalars tab with all runs toggled on for rendering. If there are a lot of runs in the logdir, the browser hangs for a noticeable period of time while all of the charts for the runs are rendered. I suggest making the initial load have runs off and letting the user opt in / turn on the desired set of runs.
These three sentences have different intentions: the first sentence introduces how tensorboard is initialized (information giving); the second sentence reports a bug about the low performance in rendering (problem discovery); the final sentence requests a new feature to allow user customizing the set of runs for initial loading (feature request). Di Sorbo et al. first proposed the problem of intention mining from developer discussions [10] . This earlier work has the following limitations: 1) It is unclear whether the six intention categories are comprehensive. Di Sorbo et al.'s study focused on only one kind of developer discussions; its applicability to other discussions, such as ones that occur in issue tracking systems, is unknown. 2) The approach proposed by Di Sorbo et al. requires a large amount of manual effort; all of the 231 heuristic linguistic identification patterns are generated manually. Moreover, since these patterns are generated from only 1,077 sentences, it is unclear whether the patterns discovered on this data generalize beyond mailing lists. If they cannot be generalized, the approach is limited in its applicability as creating patterns manually requires substantial effort. Our paper aims to reduce the limitations of this earlier work by: (1) assessing the generalizability, and potentially refining, Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy on another kind of developer discussion, and (2) proposing a more accurate and automated intention mining approach.
While Di sorbo et al. focused on intention mining from developer discussions (i.e., discussions in mailing lists), there are also a number of studies on intention mining from user feedback, especially from app reviews [11] , [22] , [30] - [32] . These studies leveraged intention mining as a fundamental component to support more complicated tasks. Panichella et al. refined Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy of intentions to classify sentences of app reviews into five intention categories (i.e., feature request, problem discovery, information seeking, information giving, and others). They manually extracted 246 linguistic patterns from 500 app reviews [11] and most of these patterns are overlapping with those proposed by Di Sorbo et al., which demonstrates that the taxonomy of intentions and the linguistic patterns proposed by Di Sorbo 1 . https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/issues/7654 et al. are also effective for app reviews. In a later work, Di Sorbo et al. proposed SURF to summarize app reviews for software change recommendation [30] . Palomba et al. proposed ChangeAdvisor, an approach that analyzes the intentions of sentences contained in user reviews to extract potential app changes, and recommend code components impacted by the suggested changes [31] . Both SURF and ChangeAdvisor leveraged the intention classifier proposed by Panichella et al. [11] .
Gu and Kim proposed SUR-miner, which first classified sentences of app reviews into five intention categoriesaspect evaluation, praises, function requests, bug report, and others-and then extracted aspects (e.g., specific set of options/suggestions) in sentences to understand what parts of the app are loved by users [22] . In the intention mining phase, given a sentence, their approach extracted and considered five types of features: character n-gram, trunk word, POS tag, parsing tree and semantic dependence graph. Their approach built a max entropy classifier based on these features. In this paper, we also compare our approach with their approach.
The approach we describe in this paper differs from these studies in focusing on mining intentions from developer discussions rather than from app reviews, which are more representative of an input from users to the developers and are typically not in discussion form. In this paper, we focus on intention mining in developer discussions, taking inspiration from similar work in app reviews, and we leave potential applications of the results to future work.
Classification of Software Artifacts
In general, intention mining is a classification of software artifacts into categories that could be relevant for software evolution. Aside from mining developer discussions, there are also many other studies which apply classification techniques to analyze other types of software artifacts. For example, a large number of studies applied different classification techniques to classify different types of bug reports [33] - [37] . Antoniol et al. [29] used text classification techniques to predict whether a change requests is a bug report or a feature request. Chaparro et al. [38] proposed an automated approach to detect the absence (or presence) of expected behavior and steps to reproduce in descriptions of bug reports. Petrosyan et al. [39] proposed an approach to discover tutorial sections that explain a given API type. Their approach classifies fragmented tutorial sections using supervised text classification based on linguistic and structural features. Hou and Mo [40] applied Naive Bayes to categorize the content of API discussions in online forums. Prasetyo et al. [41] applied texting mining techniques to classify microblogs into two categories: relevant and irrelevant to engineering software systems. Thung et al. [42] combined both design and network metrics to condense a reverse-engineered class diagram by predicting if a class is important or not. Our work is different from these studies, since we focus on mining intentions from developer discussions; and thus it complements the existing body of work on classifying software artifacts.
Deep Learning in SE
Recently, a number of studies have explored the possibility of applying deep learning techniques to software engineering, e.g., bug localization [43] , [44] , defect prediction [45] , code completion [46] , software community question retrieval [47] , [48] , and API search [49] .
Deep learning aims to model high-level abstractions in data by building neural networks with multiple layers [50] , and it has following advantages: (1) it largely reduces the cost on feature engineering by automatically learning advanced features from raw data; and (2) it can achieve very good performance and significantly outperform other solutions in multiple domains by a substantial margin [16] , [51] - [53] .
On the other hand, deep learning approaches also have the following disadvantages: (1) it is computationally expensive, and the training process can cost several weeks [54] for a complicated network learned from massive training data even with multi-GPU accelerating; and (2) the setting of hyperparameters has a large effect on the performance of the model, and suitable setting of these hyperparameters requires much experience or expert knowledge.
Considering the promising results of deep learning, in this paper, we aim to leverage deep learning to mine intentions from developer discussions, and we also aim to overcome the weaknesses of deep learning models by reducing model building time and automatically tuning hyperparameters.
TAXONOMY OF INTENTIONS
Di Sorbo et al. proposed a taxonomy of intentions, which contains six categories: feature request, opinion asking, problem discovery, solution proposal, information seeking, and information giving [10] . In this section, we investigate the comprehensiveness of Di Sorbo et al.'s intention categories, considering whether the categories cover different kinds of sentences posted in a different kind of developer discussion in different projects. We choose Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy as a starting point because they are the first who proposed the problem of intention mining. Besides, they have shown that their approach based on the taxonomy can be successfully applied for source code re-documentation by extracting method descriptions from developer discussions. If their taxonomy is still effective for developer discussions in issue tracking systems, then we can directly apply their taxonomy and focus on improving the efficiency and accuracy of sentence classification.
We collected developer discussions from issue tracking systems of four large-scale projects on GitHub, namely TensorFlow, Docker, Bootstrap, and VS Code. Although there are other issue tracking systems like Bugzilla and JIRA, we chose to focus on projects hosted on GitHub. The four projects belong to different application domains and have a large number of issue reports. Specifically, TensorFlow is a software library for numerical computation using data flow graphs; Docker is a tool providing container technology; Bootstrap is a front-end framework for web development; and VS Code is a source code editor for building and debugging modern web and cloud applications. Besides, since GitHub is based on social coding, it also provides several metrics to show the popularity of a project. For example, the two metrics stars and watchers represent how many people are interested in this project and are continuously following it. The metric forks represents how many projects are developed based on this original project. Based on the recorded large number of stars/watchers/forks of the four selected project, the projects that we selected are popular in the open source community; this helps us collect sentences posted by different developers with a diversity of writing styles. Finally, Table 1 presents statistics of these four projects. The columns are project name, number of stars/watchers/forks, programming language used in the project, total number of issues, number of issues we analyzed, number of sentences we manually labelled, and time period of the issues we analyzed.
The first author first conducted a preliminary exploration with 200 issue reports randomly selected from TensorFlow. The purpose of this exploration is to investigate whether Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy of intentions and their linguistic patterns show promise to be effective for classifying sentences from developer discussions in issue tracking systems. We chose TensorFlow since: 1) TensorFlow is one of the most popular deep learning frameworks, and our proposed approach is based on deep learning; 2) the first author was learning how to use TensorFlow when the study began, thus making it easier to understand the intentions of developer discussions in TensorFlow. Since there are a large number of comments in these 200 issue reports, we extracted the paragraphs of comments, and performed a stratified sampling of the paragraphs (i.e., more paragraphs would be randomly selected from issue reports with more comments). Then, we split the sampled paragraphs into sentences with the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [55] . Next, we used regular expression to remove source code and stack traces -since they do not contain user intentions. In this way, we got 2,256 sentences in total. Note that our sentences were sampled from the randomly selected 200 issue reports, instead of directly sampling from all issue reports. We chose the sampling strategy based on a limited number of issue reports because the context of a sentence is often needed to understand the likely intention behind the sentence. For example, the sentence "if you download tensorflow from github instead of 'git clone', you will not meet this" in TensorFlow Issue #4312 seems to belong to information giving. However, since it was extracted from an issue report about a configuration error, it would be easy to understand that the word 'this' in the sentence refers to the error and this error could be avoided if we download tensorflow using 'git clone'. Thus, this sentence should belong to solution proposal. From this example, we can see that it can require substantial effort if sentences are sampled from all issue reports to achieve reliability in intentions determination, as many issue reports may need to be consulted to determine the content of sentences.
We first applied Di Sorbo et al.'s linguistic patterns to classify these sentences extracted from the 200 issue reports of TensorFlow, and we found that about 55% of all sentences could not be classified (i.e., they could not be matched with any patterns). Although some sentences might be meaningless (e.g., "Sorry for my late reply"), it is not likely that more than half of the comments in an issue report are meaningless. Thus, the result show that a lot of information would be missed when using Di Sorbo et al.'s linguistic patterns. Besides, we found that while many sentences were classified as solution proposal or feature request by linguistic patterns, they did not seem to belong to these categories. For example, the sentence "Currently there is no way to do this with 2d convolutions as mentioned by @alphaf52." in TensorFlow Issue #1136 was classified as solution proposal while it should belong to information giving. Thus, the result show that while the majority of Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy of intentions and their linguistic patterns are still effective for developer discussions from issue tracking systems, refinement is needed to cover more sentences in this kind of developer discussions.
Next, to increase the generalizability of our study, we randomly selected 100 issue reports from the other three projects, using the same selection approach as for TensorFlow. The high cost of manually labelling sentences, and the context required for manually inspection, limits the overall number of issue reports, paragraphs and sentences considered. The approach taken also enables the investigation of the impact of different amount of training data on the effectiveness of our approach when cross-project prediction is employed. In total, we collected 5,408 sentences from 500 issue reports in these four projects.
Then, we created one card for each sentence, where the card contained the natural language description of the sentence, and the context of the sentence, specifically the full paragraph in which the sentence appeared and the corresponding issue number. We used two iterations of a card sorting approach [56] to label these sentences. Iteration 1. We first randomly picked 1,000 sentences from the 5,408 sentences in the dataset. The first two authors manually and independently categorized these sentences based on the six intention categories proposed by Di Sorbo et al. [10] . If an author considered the sentence could not be categorized into any of the six categories, it was set aside for further discussion. Next, the first two authors and an invited post-doc (who is not a co-author of this paper) worked together to discuss the disagreements in the labeling process and cases that could not be categorized into the six categories. We found: We use Fleiss Kappa [57] to measure the agreement between the two labelers. There are 295 sentences (29.5% of all sentences) with disagreement between the two labelers, and the Kappa value is 0.64, which indicates substantial agreement. In total, there are 172 (17.2%) sentences that are not able to be categorized by at least one labeler into the six categories of Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy. About half of these sentences are meaningless and most of the other sentences belong to the case we described for the aspect evaluation category.
Among the sentences that are disagreed with the two labelers, most of them belong to the case where one labeler chose information giving category while the other labeler chose solution proposal or feature request category. Note that Di Sorbo et al. defined the description of information giving as "linguistic patterns exploited to inform/update other users about something". This definition is a bit vague since the sentences of some other categories (e.g., solution proposal or aspect evaluation) are also to inform other users about something. To improve the consistency during the manual labeling process, if a sentence seems to belong to multiple categories, we always prefer the other categories instead of information giving. Thus, our definition of information giving emphasizes more about the information with less subjectivity (e.g., knowledge, project plan), and the sentence should state the explicit kind of information.
Besides, a feature is more related to a new proposed functionality, while an aspect is more related to an existing characteristic of a project. When developers propose a solution or a feature request, the style they write their sentences may be similar to aspect evaluation sentences (e.g., "I think configure need an option to decide target environment" in TensorFlow Issue #4312 (feature request) and "I think the best solution is to explicitly add a second derivative function in Python" in TensorFlow Issue #4174 (solution proposal)). In such case, we prefer solution proposal and feature request instead of aspect evaluation.
In summary, at the end of this iteration, we find that the majority of categories in Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy of intentions are still applicable for developer discussions in issue tracking systems. We have only made a few adjustments.
The final seven intention categories identified at the end of this iteration are shown in Table 2 . Iteration 2. The first two authors then independently labelled the remaining 4,408 sentences of the four projects into the seven categories as shown in Table 2 . There are 621 sentences (14.1% of all sentences) with disagreement between the two labelers, and the overall Kappa value in this iteration is 0.78, which is higher than that of the first iteration, since the two labelers already had some experience to understand different intentions. Also, in this iteration, all sentences are successfully categorized with the new taxonomy of intentions. After completing the manual labeling process, the two labelers and another post-doc worked together to discuss their disagreements to reach a common decision.
During the labeling process, we faced the following challenges: 1) While the intentions of most sentences can be easily decided by reading the sentence itself or the context sentences in the paragraph, 0.8% of the sentences require labelers to carefully consider more sentences in the context paragraphs or comments posted by other developers. These sentences are the major cause of the disagreements between the two labelers. To address this challenge, the two labelers and another post-doc read the context paragraphs, and sometimes even the whole issue report, to make the final decision. 2) 1.3% sentences can be categorized into more than one intention categories simultaneously. To address this challenge, the two labelers and another post-doc discussed these sentences and decided the most suitable intention category based on agreement. Table 2 shows the categories of the labelled sentences and the distribution of sentences for the four projects considered in our study. Note that the distribution of sentences varies in different projects. For example, TensorFlow has the highest proportion of sentences belonging to problem discovery. One possible reason is that Tensorflow is still at an early stage of development with rapid release cycles.
BACKGROUND ON DEEP LEARNING
Our approach uses deep learning. In this section, we introduce background material on representing sentences using word embedding and the CNN architecture for sentence classification needed to understand the approach we introduce.
Sentence Representation
Traditional text classification techniques are usually based on a Vector Space Model (VSM) using bag-of-words features. In VSM, each word is treated as a discrete atomic symbol, and a sentence is represented as a vector of these symbols. Such an encoding cannot provide useful information regarding relationships that may exist between individual symbols. For example, while both Maven and Ant are Java build tools, we cannot calculate their "distance" using the encoding of discrete atomic symbols to evaluate whether they are semantically close to each other. Another downside of representing words as unique, discrete symbols is that the data becomes sparse. For example, if a vocabulary contains millions of unique words, then a sentence with a few words has to be represented by a vector with a very large dimension size while most values in the vector are just zero.
To address the issue of identifying semantically similar words, there are other techniques like latent semantic indexing (LSI) [58] , probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [59] , and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [60] that are able to map a document to a probabilistic distribution of different topics, and each topic is also represented by a probabilistic distribution of different words. In general, these techniques are called topic modelling, and the "topics" produced by these techniques are clusters of words that usually appear in similar context. However, topic modelling cannot be directly used for classification, since its original purpose is to discover the hidden semantic structures (i.e., different topics) from a large collection of unlabeled documents. Topic modelling is more widely used for information retrieval. However, some previous studies [61] , [62] have shown that older and simpler IR technique (e.g., VSM), can perform better than more complicated IR techniques (e.g., LDA) for certain applications like bug localization.
Recently, a number of neural-network-based approaches [16] , [63] , [64] have been proposed to represent each word by a low dimensional vector called "word embedding". Word embedding depends on the distributional hypothesis [65] , which states that words in the same context within a sentence tend to share semantic meaning. Thus, semantically similar words (e.g., Maven and Ant) would be close in the embedding space and we can easily evaluate the distance between them by calculating the cosine similarity of their corresponding embedding vectors. Word embedding has been successfully applied in software engineering tasks [44] , [47] . In this paper, to learn word embedding, we follow these previous studies to leverage Mikolov et al.' s Skip-gram model [16] , which is popular for its simplicity and efficiency during training.
Using word embedding, we represent a sentence by a L × D matrix, where L represents the maximum length of all sentences in the training dataset, and D represents the dimension size of embedding space. Note that D is a hyperparameter and all words would have the same dimension size when learning word embedding. In the matrix, the i th row represents the embedding vector of the i th word in the sentence. If a sentence's length l is less than L, we pad the last L − l rows by zeros. We must pad since our CNN requires a fixed size of input matrix.
During the training phase, we use all sentences in the training dataset to learn word embedding, and we also store a dictionary which records the embedding vector of each unique word. In the prediction phase, given a new sentence, we first lookup the dictionary to retrieve the embedding vector for each word in the sentence. If a word cannot be found in the dictionary, it would be mapped to a special token in the dictionary called UNK (i.e., unknown word) and its embedding vector would be initialized as a vector of zeros. This implementation is based on the API provided by TensorFlow and it is also used by previous studies of deep learning in software engineering [49] . Finally, If the length of a new sentence is larger than L, we only keep the first L words so that the sentence is still represented by a L × D matrix.
CNN for Sentence Classification
In this section, we focus on introducing the basic idea and important technical details of Kim's Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture for sentence classification [21] . The CNN consists of multiple layers, including an input layer, convolutional layer, pooling layer and output layer. The training of CNN follows an iterative process. In each iteration, data is passed through the layers. Each layer contains multiple neurons, which receive the output values of the previous layer and apply specific transformation to these values.
CNN has parameters and hyperparameters. The earlier are randomly initialized and will be learned during training, while the later are set by humans before training and their values will remain the same during the training process. For example, the dimension size of word embedding is one of the hyperparameters.
CNN starts with the input layer, which takes as input the matrix representation of a sentence. Here we denote this matrix as M . Then the convolutional layer receives the input matrix and performs convolution operation on it using different filters. Each filter is also a matrix, denoted as F , having the same width as the input matrix M , but varying in height. The purpose of each filter with height n is to capture the semantic information of each n-gram sequence (i.e., series of n consecutive words) in the sentence through convolution operation. Let M i:i+n−1 represents the sub-matrix of M from the i th row to the (i + n − 1) th row, which contains the embedding vectors of n continuous words (i.e., n-grams). A convolution operation is the dot product between the filter matrix F and the n-grams sub-matrix M i:i+n−1 , adding by a bias value b i , which is computed as follows:
The filter is applied repeatedly to each possible ngrams in the input sentence with convolution operation and produces an output vector O of length
The neural network will automatically learn appropriate parameters (i.e., values) in each filter matrix F and the bias value b i through training, so that the output vector O can carry semantic information of different n-gram sequences in the input sentence. In practice, to enable the network to learn enough semantic information in different granularities (i.e., n-grams with different length), multiple filters with various heights are used. Note that the combination of filter heights and the number of filters for each height are two hyperparameters. Figure 1 shows an example of the CNN architecture. The input sentence "We need Java API support" is represented as a matrix of size 5 × 4 (i.e., five words, each represented as an embedding vector of size 4). Then in the convolutional layer we perform convolution operations on the input matrix via different filters. Suppose we have a filter of size 2 × 4, then it would perform convolution operation with the sub-matrix of each 2-gram sequences in the input sentence, including "We need", "need Java", "Java API" and "API support", respectively. Thus, given an input matrix of size 5 × 4 and a filter of size 2 × 4 , we would get a vector of 4 output values after the convolution operations (i.e., marked by red color in Figure 1 ). The convolutional layer is followed by a pooling layer which serves to progressively reduce the number of parameters that needs to be passed to the output layer and reduce the computation cost. Specifically, the pooling layer receives the output vector of each filter in convolutional layer and applies a 1-max pooling function (i.e., extracts the maximum value) to the vector. Suppose we have m filters in total, then the pooling layer would receive m vectors and output m individual values. The pooling outputs of all filters are concatenated as a high-level feature vector and passed to the output layer.
The output layer contains n neurons and each neuron corresponds to one specific category for classification. Note that in Kim's CNN, the output layer only contains two neurons since it focuses on binary classification. When receiving the input vector (denoted as V , with size m × 1) with m values, the output layer first perform linear transformation on it, computed as follows:
Here W is a matrix of size n × m and B is vector with n values. Thus, the output Y is a vector with n values. The values in W and B are also automatically learned by neural network through training. Then, a softmax function is applied to normalize the values in Y so that each neuron's output can represent the probability of the input sentence belonging to one specific category. The softmax function is computed as follows:
Suppose the input sentence belongs to the i th category, then we denote G as a ground truth vector in which the i th element value is 1 and all the other element values are 0. Then we use the cross-entropy function to measure the loss between the prediction result (i.e., the normalized vector Y produced by the output layer) and the ground truth (i.e., vector G). The cross-entropy function is computed as follows:
The training process of CNN is an optimization task that proceeds in multiple iterations. In each iteration, the network predicts the labels of sentences in training data, and measures the loss between the prediction result and the ground truth label of each sentence. Then, the network will use backpropagation [66] to adjust the network parameters (e.g., values in the matrix of each filter). In the subsequent iterations, the training process of CNN tries to lower the average loss on the training data. Such process repeats many rounds until the average loss reaches convergence (i.e., its value has stabilized across iterations). In practice, we need to set a learning rate to decide how fast we would like the neural network to adjust the parameters. A higher learning rate can speed up the training process, but it may negatively impact the performance on classification. By default, Kim's CNN set learning rate as 10 −4 .
APPROACH
In this section, we first present the overall framework of our approach. Then we introduce how we integrate batch normalization into CNN to improve its time efficiency, and how we improve the accuracy of CNN by automatic hyperparameter tuning and ensemble learning. Figure 2 presents the overall framework of our approach. It contains two phases: a training phase and a prediction phase. In the training phase, we first learn word embedding of all unique words in training data and represent each sentence by a matrix. Then we take as input the matrix representation of each sentence to train a CNN, which predicts the probability of an input sentence to belong to each of the intention categories. Since the CNN requires an initial setting of multiple hyperparameters, we propose an automatic hyperparameter tuning approach to search and select the appropriate values of two most important hyperparameters (i.e., dimension size of word embedding and number of filters for convolution operation) in a greedy way. The selected hyperparameters are then passed to the ensemble learning component, where we train multiple CNNs with different combination of filter heights, to achieve a more stable performance. In the testing phase, for each new sentence, we first lookup the dictionary of word embedding learned in the training phase, and retrieve the embedding vector of each word in the sentence to represent the sentence by a matrix. Then we feed the sentence matrix into the ensemble learning component, and each CNN will predict the label of the sentence. Finally, the label predicted by the most CNNs will be chosen as the final prediction result.
Overall Framework
Adapted CNN with Batch Normalization
To adapt Kim's CNN architecture to solve our problem (i.e., intention mining), we modify the output layer of their CNN from 2 neurons (i.e., binary classification) to 7 neurons (i.e., 7-class classification, one for each intention category). By training appropriate parameters for each layer, the network would learn how to represent high-level semantic meaning of the input sentence using these parameters. And it also learns the relationship between this high-level representation and the corresponding intention. Given a new sentence, the trained network would also extract its high-level representation and identify its intention category even if there is no keywords matching between the new sentence and the sentences in training data. One problem with deep learning is its high computation cost. Since a deep neural network has multiple layers with millions or even billions of parameters to learn during training [50] , it is very time consuming if a practitioner wants to re-run the training process for hyperparameter tuning or debugging. Ioffe and Szegedy [20] pointed out that training deep neural network is complicated because the distribution of each layer's inputs changes during training, as the parameters of the previous layers change. This slows down the training by requiring lower learning rate and careful parameter initialization. They refer to this phenomenon as internal covariate shift and they proposed an algorithm called batch normalization to accelerate the training process by reducing internal covariate shift.
In our approach, we add a batch normalization (BN) layer between the convolutional layer and the pooling layer. In practice, the BN layer is usually added after the convolutional layer or the fully-connected layer (i.e. the layer that concatenates all pooling results in our architecture) [20] . We choose to add BN layer after the convolutional layer following Ioffe and Szegedy [20] . In general, batch normalization can reduce the number of iterations required to minimize the loss function. However, the more BN layers added, the more time is needed for a single iteration to run during the training process. Since our preliminary experiment has shown that adding one BN layer is already enough to drastically reduce the training time, we do not add another BN layer in our architecture to avoid potential negative impact on efficiency introduced by multiple BN layers. In future work, we plan to further investigate the impact of adding BN layers in different places.
By adding the BN layer, the output of the convolutional layer would be normalized before feeding to the pooling layer. For each filter of the convolution layer, suppose there are m output values, we refer to these m values as a mini-batch, represented by X = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m ). We first calculate the mean value µ X and variance σ 2 X of the minibatch X. Next, we normalize each output value x i so that the distributions of the normalized values ofX have the expected mean value of 0 and the variance of 1, i.e.,
In the above equation, a small constant (10 −3 by default) is added to avoid dividing by zero during normalization. Finally, we scale and shift the normalized values with a pair of parameters γ and β, and we feed each transformation result y i to the corresponding neuron in the pooling layer, i.e.,
In the above equation, the values of γ and β are automatically learned by the neural network during the training process. Note that γ and β are independent for each individual filter. If we have N filters, then the network will learn N pairs of γ and β. Using batch normalization, we are able to set a higher learning rate while the trained CNN model still performs good. In practice, we set learning rate to 10 −3 , and it will automatically decay to 10 −4 as the training progresses.
Automatic Hyperparameters Tuning
Training CNN requires initial setting of multiple hyperparameters (e.g., the number of filters). Previous studies [17] - [19] have shown that hyperparameter tuning is important for a prediction model to achieve better performance. However, manual hyperparameter tuning is tedious and requires much experience or expert knowledge. To address the above issue, we propose an automatic hyperparameter tuning approach.
Zhang and Wallace conducted a sensitivity analysis of (and wrote a practitioners' guide to) CNN for sentence classification [67] . They found that the dimension size of word embedding, the number of filters, and the combination of filter heights are the most important hyperparameters that have a large effect on performance, and should be tuned. Based on their findings, we focus on tuning of the first two hyperparameters. The third hyperparameter will be considered in the ensemble learning step (see Section 5.4).
In practice, it is impossible to enumerate the full search space of hyperparameters. In this paper, we first search and select the values of the first two hyperparameters in a greedy way. Specifically, we first enumerate the dimension size of word embedding from 64 to 320 with a step of 64, and train a CNN for each candidate dimension size. Note that during the enumeration process, all the other hyperparameters are set to their default values (i.e., the same values as those appearing in the published source code of Kim's CNN implementation based on TensorFlow [68] ). Among all the candidate dimension sizes, we choose the one whose corresponding CNN achieves the minimum average loss on the training dataset. Similarly, we then enumerate the number of filters from 64 to 320 with a step of 64, and also choose the one whose corresponding CNN achieves the minimum average loss. Note that we do not increase these two hyperparameters further beyond 320 since most computation of our CNN is completed by GPU and the memory resource of our GPU is limited. We choose 64 as the step size since many previous studies (e.g., [52] , [69] ) in deep learning used multiples of 64 as values of these two hyperparameters.
Ensemble Learning
As for the hyperparameter of combination of filter heights, previous studies [20] , [70] - [72] on CNN for image classification have shown that the ensemble of multiple CNNs with different combination of filter heights can achieve better and more stable performance. Thus, instead of choosing the "best" combination of filter heights, we simply combine multiple CNNs trained with different combinations of filter heights to predict new sentences together. Note that all these CNNs trained for ensemble learning use the automatically tuned dimension size of word embedding and number of filters by the approach described in Section 5.3.
In this paper, we consider ten combinations of filter heights, including (1,2,3), (2, 3, 4) , (3, 4, 5) , (4, 5, 6) , (1, 2, 3, 4) , (2, 3, 4, 5) , (3, 4, 5, 6) , (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) , (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and (1,2,3,4,5,6 ). These combinations are produced by an enumeration from 1-gram to 6-gram with at least three different heights for one combination. Although there are still other combinations, we omit them since we need to control both the memory and time cost.
Finally, given a new sentence in the prediction phase, each CNN in the ensemble learning component will predict the label of the sentence and the label predicted by the most CNNs will be chosen as the final prediction result.
EXPERIMENT & RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our approach for automatically identifying intention categories. We first present the experiment design, including the evaluation setting and research questions. Then we present our experiment results.
Experiment Design
Evaluation Settings
The experimental environment is a desktop computer equipped with Nvidia GTX 1080 GPU, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU and 16GB RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. We evaluate the performance of our approach in the following three settings: 10-Fold-Cross-Validation Setting. We first evaluate our approach using Di Sorbo et al.'s published dataset (i.e., email data). Di Sorbo et al. studied two projects (i.e., Ubuntu and Qt), and looked at both projects to manually summarize linguistic patterns. To be fair, our approach also needs to be allowed to look into both projects to automatically learn models. Thus, we evaluate our approach using 10 times 10-foldcross-validation [23] . Specifically, we first randomly shuffle the dataset and divide it into ten folds of approximately equal size by a stratified random sampling. Then, each fold is used as a testing dataset to evaluate the prediction model built on the other nine folds (i.e., training dataset). The entire process is repeated ten times to alleviate possible sampling bias in random shuffle and sampling, and we record the average evaluation results. Cross-Project Setting. We then evaluate the performance of our approach using the 4 projects in our dataset considering cross-project prediction. Each time, we choose one project as "target project" (i.e., for prediction), then we refer to the other three projects as "source projects". We build a prediction model by using all sentences in source projects, and predict the labels of all sentences in target project. The reason is that we would like to investigate whether our prediction model built on source projects can be generalized to other projects. As shown in Section 3, the annotation effort is large, and it is impractical to annotate sufficient data within every new project that we want to apply our proposed approach to build a prediction model. Finally, since our approach introduces randomness (e.g., the parameters of each filter in CNN are randomly initialized), we repeat the cross-project prediction 10-times and record the average evaluation results. Cross-Discussion-Type Setting. We have annotated sentences from two different kinds of developer discussions, i.e., issue reports (our dataset), and emails (Di Sorbo et al.'s dataset). In this setting, we evaluate the performance of our approach by training a prediction model using all sentences in Di Sorbo et al.'s (our) dataset to predict sentences in our (Di Sorbo et al.'s) dataset. Due to randomness involved in our approach, we also repeat the cross-discussion-type prediction 10-times and record the average evaluation results.
Note that when we compare our approach with Di Sorbo et al.'s patterns, we remove sentences belonging to aspect evaluation and meaningless in our dataset since these two intentions are not part of Di Sorbo et al. ' [10] , we use accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score to evaluate the performance of our approach. Accuracy is the proportion of sentences that are correctly classified among all sentences for all classes. Precision for class C i is the proportion of sentences that are correctly classified as class C i among all sentences that are classified as class C i . Recall for class C i is the proportion of sentences that are correctly classified as class C i among all sentences that belong to class C i . F1-score for class C i is the harmonic mean of its precision and recall.
Accuracy evaluates the overall performance of an approach, while precision, recall and F1-score evaluate the performance of an approach for a specific intention category. These evaluation metrics are widely used in previous studies of software engineering studies that involve classification process [73] - [77] .
Research Questions
In this paper, we investigate the following four research questions:
RQ1: How effective is our approach based on deep learning?
Our approach aims to classify sentences of developer discussions from issue tracking systems. For the approach to be useful, we need to consider how accurate it is in sentence classification and how it compares with existing approaches. To answer this research question, we investigate three specific sub-questions, as shown below:
RQ1-1: How does our approach compare to Di Sorbo et al.'s approach?
Since our taxonomy of user intentions is an extension of Di Sorbo et al.'s work, we choose their linguistic patternbased approach as a baseline and compare it with our approach. We compare the two approaches using the three experiment settings described in Section 6.1.1.
RQ1-2: How does our approach compare to other automated approaches in related studies?
There are other approaches that also classify sentences into categories, other than intentions. Thus, we investigate how the approaches compare in performance when adapted to our task (i.e., mining intentions of sentences). Specifically, we compare our approach with the following three approaches:
CNN: In Section 5.2 we introduced how we adapt Kim's CNN architecture to our work. We use the implementation of their approach based on TensorFlow. The code is published in GitHub [68] . Note that Kim's CNN did not contain the batch normalization layer and we use the default hyperparameter setting in the published source code.
NLP: Gu et al. proposed a classification technique in which they designed text features based on natural language processing (NLP) to distinguish five categories of Android App review sentences [22] . Their approach can be adapted to solve our problem, since all the features extracted by their approach exist for any types of sentences. Specifically, their approach requires Stanford CoreNLP tools [55] to parse a sentence. We re-implement their approach using the same tool and compare it with our approach. SMO, LibSVM, NBM, RF and kNN: In general, the intention mining task belongs to text classification. Many traditional text classification techniques are based on Vector Space Model (VSM) using bag-of-words features. Each unique word is regarded as a feature, and a sentence is represented as a vector of feature values. In practice, bag-ofwords features extracted from raw text data requires basic preprocessing. In this paper, we follow previous studies [34] , [78] to do three basic pre-processing steps, including TF-IDF transformation and stemming and stop words removal. Since there are many classification techniques that can be applied to VSM-based data representation, we choose 4 different classification techniques to build different classifiers, namely Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM), Random Forest (RF), and k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN). These classification techniques are also widely used in previous studies [23] , [74] , [79] . Our implementation of these classifiers is based on Weka [80] , which is a suite of machine learning software written in Java. Specifically, Weka provides two different implementations for SVM, namely SMO [81] and LibSVM [82] . We evaluate both SMO and LibSVM in our experiment. All of these classifiers are evaluated with the default hyper-parameter setting in Weka.
DE-SVM and Auto-Weka: Recently, a number of studies have shown that deep learning could be outperformed by traditional machine learning approaches when they are trained properly. For example, Fu and Menzies [24] proposed DE-SVM, which applied a simple optimizer called differential evolution to carefully tune SVM, and they found that DE-SVM outperforms a CNN based approach for binary classification. Another example is Fakhoury et al.'s work [25] , in which they applied Auto-Weka [83] to automatically search for the optimal classifier and corresponding hyperparameter settings to maximize the performance for the task of linguistic smell detection. The optimization algorithm of Auto-Weka is based on Bayesian optimization, and it was reported to perform better than a CNN-based approach. Thus, in this paper, we also follow these two studies to apply hyperparameter tuning algorithms for different machine learning models. Specifically, DE-SVM only focuses on tuning for LibSVM, and we follow Fu and Menzies to use differential evaluation to tune the same hyperparameters for LibSVM, including kernel ('liner', 'poly', 'rbf' or 'sigmoid'), C (1 to 50), gamma (0 to 1) and coef0 (0 to 1). For AutoWeka, we directly integrate its API with our Java code and it would automatically choose the best classifier with tuned hyperparameters. The objectives of both DE-SVM and AutoWeka are to maximize accuracy.
RQ1-3: How much time and memory does it take for our approach to run?
If our approach cannot run efficiently in a reasonable cost of time and memory, developers might not be willing to use it in practice even if it could achieve a high accuracy. To improve the training speed of our approach, we integrate batch normalization with CNN. Thus, we are interested to investigate its benefit on time efficiency. On the other hand, our approach uses GPU acceleration, which requires to load the network into the memory of GPU. In general, setting a larger value for certain hyperparameters like the dimension size of word embedding or the number of filters would increase the memory cost, since more neurons would be created for the network. Thus, we are interested to investigate the memory cost of our approach. To answer this research question, we first evaluate the training time cost of our approach with and without BN, and other baseline approaches under different experiment settings. Then we evaluate the memory cost of our approach and compare it with other baseline approaches. RQ2: Does our automatic hyperparameter tuning approach find the best setting of hyperparameters?
Since our automatic hyperparameter tuning runs in a greedy way, the full search space is pruned a lot. Specifically, our approach only enumerates 4 + 4 + 10 = 18 different settings since the other hyperparameters are fixed when we enumerate one specific hyperparameter. If we enumerate all possible combinations of the three hyperparameters (i.e., using grid search), there would be 4 * 4 * 10 = 160 different settings. Thus, we investigate whether our automatic hyperparameter tuning approach finds a setting whose performance is close to that using the best hyperparameter setting. To answer this research question, we first use grid search to enumerate all possible settings of hyperparameters and choose the setting that achieves the best accuracy to compare with our approach. Note that during grid search, the search spaces of both the dimension size of word embedding and the number of filters are still from 128 to 320 with a step of 64, and the candidate combinations of filter heights are the same with those presented in Section 5.3. Then we compare the hyperparameters selected and the corresponding accuracy results achieved by our approach and grid search.
RQ3: Do developers agree with our taxonomy of intentions and the classification results of our approach?
One of our initial questions to investigate in this paper is whether Di Sorbo et al.'s intention mining approach can be generalized across a different kind of developer discussion and a different set of projects. Our preliminary exploration during the manual labeling process has shown that refinements were needed to the intention categories and that many sentences were not covered by the linguistic patterns manually learned by Di Sorbo et al.'s work. Although we refined the taxonomy of intentions for developer discussions from issue tracking systems and we manually labelled more sentences to evaluate our automated approach, it is still unknown whether developers agree with our taxonomy of intentions and the classification results of our approach. As a further investigation into this generalization question, we conduct a user study in which we ask professional developers to assess whether they agree with intention categories produced using our approach that was trained with data manually annotated by the authors on different projects. The details of the user study are presented in Section 7.
RQ4: Can our approach help improve a downstream automated software engineering task?
The output of our approach is a set of classified sentences with different intentions. However, it is still not clear whether these classified sentences can be applied in software engineering tasks. To further demonstrate the value of our proposed approach, we apply it for a specific task, namely rectifying misclassified issue reports. The details of this application are presented in Section 8. Table 3 presents the accuracy achieved by our approach and Di Sorbo et al.'s approach under different experiment settings. Table 4 -6 present the F1-score, precision and recall achieved by the two approaches for each intention category under different experiment settings, respectively. The name of each intention category is represented by its corresponding acronym, and the best result for each evaluation setting is highlighted in bold. 10-Fold-Cross-Validation Setting. In summary, our approach achieves an average accuracy of 0.791 on the email dataset, while Di Sorbo et al.'s approach achieves an accuracy of 0.746. The results show that our approach is able to learn the semantic patterns of sentences in Di Sorbo et al.'s dataset and performs slightly better than Di Sorbo et al.'s manually summarized patterns. Most importantly, our approach saves the manual effort required to summarize the linguistic patterns. Cross-Project Setting. On average across the issue reports from four projects, our approach achieves accuracy of 0.839, which improves the pattern-based approach (average accuracy of 0.305) by 175%. Since a large number of sentences cannot be covered by any one of Di Sorbo et al.'s linguistic patterns, it is reasonable that their approach achieves low accuracy. Cross-Discussion-Type Setting. When using our issue reports as training data, our approach achieves an accuracy of 0.658 when predicting sentences in Di Sorbo et al.'s email dataset, which is relatively lower than the accuracy achieved by their approach (i.e., 0.746). This is reasonable since their linguistic patterns are manually created based on sentences in their dataset, thus fitting well to these sentences. When using Di Sorbo et al.'s dataset as training data, our approach achieves an average accuracy of 0.579 across the four projects in our issue report dataset, which improves Di Sorbo et al.'s approach by 90%. This result indicates the linguistic pattern "a way is", however, its intention is to provide the command to reproduce the bug. From these examples, we can see that since most of the linguistic patterns are just some key phrases along with some placeholders indicating generic subjects (i.e., somebody) or generic direct objects (i.e., something), at times it is difficult for Di Sorbo et al.'s approach to capture the high-level intention of the whole sentence.
Experiment Results
RQ1-1: How does our approach compare to Di Sorbo et al.'s approach?
On the other hand, we also investigate why our approach performs worse under the cross-discussion-type setting (i.e., Issue-to-Email and Email-to-Issue), when compared with the results achieved by our approach using the email dataset or issue dataset alone. For example, under the Issue-to-Email setting, our approach only correctly identified about 33% of all sentences belonging to solution proposal. One reason is that many sentences of solution proposal in Di Sorbo et al.'s email dataset are a bit vague to understand their intentions. For example, the sentence "One way would be to add them in an #ifdef Q QDOC block and document them." in QT mailing list (2014-August/017822) is labelled as solution proposal, while our approach classifies it as feature request. The email that contains this sentence is about how to deal with some special member functions when QT framework has moved to C++11. In general, this is a discussion about the implementation of C++11 rules, and both intentions (i.e., solution proposal and feature request) should be reasonable under such context. This example also shows that, in some cases, the proposed solutions can also be adding new features. Thus, while our approach misclassified more sentences under the Issue-to-Email setting, some of the misclassified results are still reasonable in practice. As for the Email-to-Issue, our approach performs even worse. An additional reason is that we only have no more than 1,000 sentences as training dataset, which makes it difficult to capture enough patterns of different intentions. RQ1-2: How does our approach compare to other automated approaches in related studies? Cross-Project Setting. Table 7 We also investigate the performance of each approach for each intention category. Table 8 -10 presents the F1-score, precision and recall of each category achieved by each approach, respectively. Due to space limitation, the name of each category is abbreviated and we report the average results of each category across the four projects. For each intention category, the best results of F1-score are highlighted in bold. Our approach achieves the best performance for all categories. Additionally, the F1-score achieved by our approach for each category is higher than 0.78, which is higher than that achieved by other approaches. As for precision and recall, our approach achieves the best results for most categories, while LibSVM achieves the best recall for information giving and NLP achieves the best recall for meaningless. Note that LibSVM achieves a recall of 1.0 for information giving, but it achieves a recall of zero for all the other categories. This indicates that LibSVM with the default parameter setting classifies all sentences as information giving. Specifically, LibSVM uses the rbf kernel by default, while DE-SVM also chooses rbf kernel as the best kernel in several cases. However, with carefully tuned values of hyperparameters like gamma and coef0, DE-SVM substantially improves the performance of LibSVM. The result is also consistent with Fu and Menzies' finding that when applying LibSVM for text classification, a carefully tuning is necessary [24] . On the other hand, Auto-Weka does not outperform DE-SVM in our experiment. Specifically, AutoWeka chooses RF (i.e., random forest) as the best classifier in most cases and this tuned RF classifier does outperform its default version. Finally, we also note that SMO seems to be the best classifier among all the default machine learning models, however, both DE-SVM and Auto-Weka didn't choose SMO as the base model for hyperparameter tuning. Thus, we apply a simple grid search algorithm to tune SMO. We find that when setting its kernel as NormalizedPolyKernel and exponent as 1.3, we can achieve an average accuracy of 0.561, which improves its default version by 5%. However, this tuned SMO still cannot outperform our approach. Other Settings. Table 11 presents the accuracy results achieved by each approach under 10 times 10-fold-crossvalidation using Di Sorbo et al.'s dataset (second row) and cross-discussion-type setting using both datasets (the last two rows). We observe that our approach improves other approaches by a substantial margin. Qualitative Analysis. Since all the evaluation results show that our approach improves the baseline approaches in terms of accuracy by a substantial margin, we are interested in those sentences that are correctly classified by our approach only. We manually checked a number of cases and found that both our approach and baseline approaches can easily classify sentences with important keywords (e.g., crash and error) in sentences belonging to problem discovery. However, our approach can also correctly classify sentences that are relatively vague. For example, the sentence "I set the breakpoint as indicated in #8859 (comment) but this code wasn't called when clicking on the 'Install' button of the new extension panel." does not contain any words like crash or error, but it belongs to problem discovery since the user describes an unexpected behavior. Our approach successfully identified this sentence and we hypothesize that our approach has learned the hidden linguistic pattern during training. Finally, we also analyze the sentences misclassified by our approach. We find that some of these sentences contain relatively complicated subordinate clause. For example, the sentence "I also have a feeling that using .{size}-{n} as a class instead of .col-{size}-{n} might cause some problems down the line." in Bootstrap Issue #17228 belongs to aspect evaluation while our approach classifies it as problem discovery. We hypothesize that our approach may have overweighted "cause some problems" phrase and ignored "have a feeling that", thus leading to misclassification. To solve this problem, more sentences with subordinate clause are likely needed for training. RQ1-3: How much time and memory does it take for our approach to run? Time Cost. Table 12 shows the training time cost of each approach. The training time cost for Di Sorbo et al.'s approach is not presented, since they did not show the time cost to manually summarize the linguistic patterns. The results show that, when using BN, our approach requires about half an hour to train the CNN using our dataset. We believe the training time cost is acceptable, since the prediction model only needs to be trained once and our approach achieves a high accuracy. If BN is not used, our approach would require several hours to train. In summary, batch normalization accelerates the training speed of CNN by at least 10 times. As for the other approaches, most prediction models based on bag-of-words features achieve the fastest training speed. However, they cannot achieve a high accuracy. The NLP-based approach requires about 6 minutes to train from 5K sentences. Finally, our approach only needs several seconds to classify thousands of sentences in the prediction phase, which indicates that our approach is efficient enough to be used in practice. Memory Cost. Our approach runs on a Nvidia GTX 1080 GPU. This GPU has 8GB memory available. During our automatic hyperparameters tuning process, we enumerate the dimension size of word embedding and the number of filters from 64 to 320 with a step of 64. We cannot increase these two hyperparameters further beyond 320 since the GPU's memory would not be sufficient in such a case. As a comparison, all the other baseline approaches run on a CPU and their memory cost is rather low (i.e., no more than 2G). Thus, the high cost of memory is a drawback of our approach. To solve the memory issue, we can use a better GPU or multiple GPUs since the current GPU (i.e., Nvidia GTX 1080) used in our paper is originally designed for PC gamers and its official selling price is about 500 dollars in 2018. In future work, we also plan to improve the architecture of our network to reduce its size. Note that increasing the amount of training data would not increase the size of the network; this is the case since we use Minibatch Gradient Descent [84] to train the network, which means that we only feed a fixed number of sentences into the network for each iteration of the training process. RQ2: Does our automatic hyperparameter tuning approach find the best setting of hyperparameters? Since our automatic hyperparameter tuning runs in a greedy way, the full search space is pruned a lot. Specifically, our approach only enumerates 4 + 4 + 10 = 18 different settings since the other hyperparameters are fixed when we enumerate one specific hyperparameter. If we enumerate all possible combinations of the three hyperparameters (i.e., using grid search), there would be 4 * 4 * 10 = 160 different settings. In this RQ, we investigate whether our automatic hyperparameter tuning approach finds a setting whose performance is close to that using the best hyperparameter setting. To answer this research question, we first use grid search to enumerate all possible settings of hyperparameters and choose the setting that achieves the best accuracy to compare with our approach. Note that during grid search, the search spaces of both the dimension size of word embedding and the number of filters are still from 128 to 320 with a step of 64, and the candidate combinations of filter heights are the same with those presented in Section 5.3. Then we compare the hyperparameters selected and the corresponding accuracy results achieved by our approach and grid search. Table 13 presents the hyperparameters selected and the corresponding accuracy results achieved by our approach and grid search. Although our approach does not select the same hyperparameters for three out of the four projects, the accuracy achieved by our approach is slightly better than that achieved by grid search. This shows that ensemble learning can help improving the performance. We also notice that, both the dimension size and number of filters selected by our approach or grid search are larger than Yoon Kim's default setting, which indicates that hyperparameter tuning is needed when applying CNN in different tasks with dataset collected from different domains.
USER STUDY
One of our initial questions to investigate in this paper is whether Di Sorbo et al.'s intention mining approach can be generalized across a different kind of developer discussion and a different set of projects. We showed that refinements were needed to the intention categories and that an approach that could learn patterns to identify categories, instead of patterns being learned manually as in Di Sorbo et al.'s approach, can identify intention categories in a wider set of projects with higher accuracy. However, the question still remains with the approach we introduce whether it generalizes in the sense of finding intention categories accurately across more projects.
As a further investigation into this generalization question, we conducted a user study in which we asked professional developers to assess whether they agree with intention categories produced using our approach that was trained with data manually annotated by the authors on different projects. For this study, we trained a prediction model using all of the 5,408 sentences in the dataset we created and which we described in Section 3. We then selected another four popular projects in GitHub: Three.js, Ruby on Rails, OpenCV and Scikit-Learn. For each project, we randomly selected 20 issues and randomly extracted 500 sentences from these issues. We then applied our approach (prediction model) to classify each of the 500 sentences into an intention category. Finally, we randomly selected 5 sentences from each category forming a dataset for the user We recruited 11 developers from an outsourcing company which has more than 2,000 employees and mainly does outsourcing projects for US and European corporations (e.g., StateStreet Bank, Cisco, and Reuters). Each of the recruited developers has previous experience as a developer in IT companies or as a contributor in open source software projects. Table 14 presents the demographics of the 11 developers, including their working experience counted in years, the programming language mostly used in their daily work, their job role, their experience in each evaluated project (the name of each project is abbreviated). Specifically, for each project, '-' means the developer does not have any experience in this project; '+' means the developer has necessary domain knowledge or has experience in similar projects; '++' means the developer has rich experience in the project itself. According to the demographics, the 11 developers are of different professional experience, varying from 2 years to 8 years, with an average professional experience of 4.2 years. This diversity of experience helps to reduce any bias where agreement with predictions is only achieved by a specific group of developers (e.g., novice or senior developers).
We explained our taxonomy of intentions to the developers and showed them some example sentences for each category. For the user study dataset, we asked each developer to read each sentence (140 per developer) and indicate whether the predicted intention category by our approach is correct. We also provided the developers with the context of the sentences, in the form of corresponding paragraphs and issue numbers as we did for the creation of the training dataset (Section 3). The developers were aware that it was an approach we developed that was producing the intention categories. Although the recruited developers do not have rich experience with every project from which the sentences in the user study dataset were drawn, we believe their experience in development allow them to identify the intentions of the sentences. Table 15 presents the percentage of sentences for each category that were agreed upon by the developers. We present the results in two different settings, where Majority means a sentence is considered as correctly classified if the majority of developers agree on it (i.e., when at least 6 developers agree), and All means a sentence is considered as correctly classified if all developers agree on it. The results show that, on average across the seven categories, about 89% of the classification results are agreed by the majority of developers, and 73% of the classification results are agreed by every developer.
For some classified sentences that are not agreed upon by developers, we also received some feedback from de- 1) The sentence contains multiple intentions. For example, the sentence "And why do stitching modules crashes even with CUDA explicity disabled?" in OpenCV Issue #7438 is classified as problem discovery since it reports an unexpected crash. However, many developers also regard it as information seeking since the user is asking why. 2) The classifier does not consider context information. For example, the sentence "I believe, the main point here is to have some standard, 'official' container for such data." in OpenCV Issue #8428 is classified as aspect evaluation since the user is expressing his view on the main point. However, one developer in our study who has rich experience in open source community inferred that this sentence should be considered as feature request. By checking the corresponding issue, we found that, indeed, it is a request for a new feature, i.e., support for a halfprecision floating point which only occupies 16 bits in memory.
To summarize, our user study results show the developers agreed on most of the predicted intention categories of the 140 sentences, thus providing an additional evidence on the generalizability of our approach.
Finally, to understand practitioners' opinions and expectations on intention mining, we conducted a survey with the 11 participants in our user study. Our survey has three questions, as shown below:
• Q1: Do you perceive our taxonomy of intentions in developer discussions as useful/meaningful?
• Q2: Would you be interested in using a tool performing intention mining for your work? If so, what kind of work would you apply intention mining to? • Q3: Could you explain the reasons for your answers in Q1 and Q2? (Optional) For Q1, eight participants agreed that our taxonomy is useful/meaningful, and the major reason is that the taxonomy has fully covered the common types of intentions they dealt with in developer discussions. The other three participants did not agree, and one of them gave a reason. This participant stated that although the taxonomy seems to be meaningful, he could not figure out how to use it in his daily work.
For Q2, only six participants showed their interest in applying intention mining to their work, and most of them only gave general reasons, such as "This seems fancy" or "This might help us better understand our project". For the other five participants who showed no interest, their major reasons are that they do not have such requirement or data for analysis. Nevertheless, one participant introduced our work to his team leader, who showed great interest in our work and shared with us a scenario that can benefit from intention mining. This team developed their project for an important customer, who required regular delivery of releases. To better track the development progress, the team leader would like to analyze the developer discussions in the company's internal channels (i.e., discussions through mailing lists or the bug tracker). Especially, he would like to have a tool which can automatically extract specific discussions about bugs and features. Based on this data, textual analysis (e.g., name entity recognition) could be more effectively applied to tell what features or bugs are discussed recently. If developers are found to be frequently discussing features or bugs from early releases, then it might indicate that the project's delivery for the next release is at risk of delay. Thus, intention mining seems promising to help monitor the development progress.
In summary, most participants perceived our taxonomy of intentions in developer discussions as useful/meaningful, however, it is still unclear how intention mining could be applied to practitioners' daily work. Thus, we encourage future research to investigate how to apply intention mining to solve more software engineering tasks.
APPLICATION ON RECTIFYING MISCLASSIFIED ISSUE REPORTS
In this section, to further demonstrate the value of our proposed approach, we apply it for a specific task, namely rectifying misclassified issue reports.
A number of studies have proposed approaches to mine data from issue tracking systems to predict where bugs will occur in the future (aka. defect prediction [27] , [28] ). To conduct such study, the first thing is to pick out issue reports that really report bugs. An issue report usually has a tag or a field which records the type of the issue report (e.g., bug report or feature request). The issue reports that are labelled as bug reports are often used as the ground truth data for various mining tasks (e.g., defect prediction). However, Herzig et al. [26] conducted an empirical study and found that many issue reports are misclassified -issue Tomcat5  Rhino  BUG  298  678  660  299  FR  30  49  32  30 reports labeled as bugs may actually be feature requests and vice versa. This misclassification have been shown to introduce bias and threaten the external validity of studies that build on such data. The study of Herzig et al. requires manual examination of a large number of issue reports, which is time-consuming. To help reduce the manual effort in rectifying the misclassified issue reports, we apply our approach to search for sentences that are likely to belong to feature requests in an issue report. If an issue report classified as a bug report (BUG) contains n such sentences, we should consider rectifying its label as a feature request (FR) 2 . Although there may exist multiple intentions in a comment (i.e., one or more paragraphs) proposed by a developer, we found that in most issue reports of feature requests, the intention of feature request usually dominates other intentions. For example, the developer may start with some background description (information giving) or problem statement (problem discovery), and then propose the feature request. On the other hand, it is rare to find sentences belonging to feature request in issue reports of bug. Based on these finding, we set n = 1 as the default threshold so that we can find more misclassified BUGs.
Based on the dataset published by Herzig et al., we conducted a case study on four open source projects, namely HttpClient, Lucene, Tomcat5 and Rhino, with 2,076 issue reports in total. Among the four projects, HttpClient and Lucene use JIRA tracker, while Tomcat5 and Rhino use Bugzilla tracker. Table 16 shows the number of issue reports that truly belong to BUG and the number of issue reports that are rectified by Herzig et al. from BUG to FR in each project. Since Herzig et al.'s dataset only contains the ID of the issue report (along with the original and rectified labels), we first crawl the text description of each issue report in the dataset and split them into sentences. Since our CNN code is written in Python, to make the whole process fully automatic, here we use the Python package NLTK [85] to split sentences and we use regular expression to filter out source code and stack traces. Then we apply our sentence classifier trained from our own dataset (i.e., the four GitHub projects) to classify each sentence into one intention category. Based on the classified sentences, we design a simple heuristic approach, which considers an issue report as FR if it contains at least one sentence belonging to feature request.
Considering the dataset is highly imbalanced (i.e., most issues are BUG), we use the Area Under the receiver operator characteristic Curve (AUC) [86] of FR class to evaluate our approach. AUC is a robust evaluation metric for imbalanced dataset [87] , and a higher AUC score indicates that the classifier has a higher probability to rank a randomly 2. A feature request is also known as a request for enhancement, often shortened as RFE. [29] , where they applied text mining to classify issue reports as bug reports or feature requests. Since all these classifiers requires training data, we perform 10-times 10-fold cross-validation for each project. Table 17 shows the AUC scores achieved by our approach and baseline approaches for each project. The results show that our approach outperforms the baseline approaches for each project. On average, our approach achieves an AUC score of 0.69, which improves the best baseline approach (i.e., NBM) by 16%. We also apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [88] at 95% significance level and compute the Cliff's delta (δ) [89] when comparing our approach with each baseline. The results show that our approach statistically significantly outperforms (i.e., pvalue < 0.05) each baseline with a large improvement (i.e., |δ| ≥ 0.474). Another advantage of our approach is that it does not require training data for these projects, which eliminate the effort to label some data for each project, and make it applicable for new projects.
Finally, we manually read the issue reports that are classified as BUG by Herzig et al., while our approach classified them as FR. We find that some of these issues should belong to FR instead. For example, in an issue report of LUCENE 3 that is labelled with BUG, our approach identifies a sentence belonging to feature request, which says: It would be nice if I had an API that would allow me to say "I only want one segment and I want its name to be foo.". It is clear that the issue reporter is requesting for an enhancement of the Lucene API. Through this case, we can see that our approach can not only identify issues reports of FR, but also tells why the issue reports belong to FR. As stated by Herzig et al., they cannot guarantee that their manual inspection does not contain errors. Thus, we believe our approach can serve as a support tool to save manual effort and reduce bias when manual inspecting issue reports and rectifying the misclassified ones. 3 . https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LUCENE-523
DISCUSSION
Interpretability of CNN's classification result
Although our approach outperforms Di Sorbo et al.'s approach in terms of accuracy when classifying sentences of developer discussions from issue tracking systems, one drawback of our approach is that it cannot interpret the classification result. For example, given the sentence "Therefore, it would be nice if AdaDelta could be added to the set of available optimizers." in TensorFlow Issue #516, Di Sorbo et al.'s approach could successfully identify it as feature request since it matches the linguistic pattern " [something] should/could be [verb]". Thus, the phrase "AdaDelta could be added" can be highlighted to interpret why this sentence belongs to the feature request category. Such interpretability is important in practice, as it can help to support further automated information extraction processes. For example, Zhou et al. [1] leveraged the specific patterns detected in sentences contained in API documents to translate such sentences to First Order Logic formulae and to detect inconsistencies between source code and API documents. To investigate the interpretability of our approach, we conduct an explorative study, in which we try to locate important patterns in the sentence based on the intermediate outputs of neural network.
When we feed a sentence into the trained CNN model, suppose the network has N filters in total, we would get a high-level feature vector V with N values where each value corresponds to the pooling result of each filter. This feature vector V is fully connected with the output layer Y. Suppose the sentence is classified as a feature request, which corresponds to the i th neuron in the output layer whose output value y i is calculated as:
In this equation, v j represents the pooling result of the j th filter, while w ij and b i are weight values automatically learned during training. Since a larger value of y i indicates that the sentence is more likely to belong to the i th class (i.e., feature request in this example), we can use w ij v j to evaluate the "contribution" of each filter to the final classification result. In general, a larger value of w ij v j corresponds to more contribution. Thus, we can pick out the filter whose corresponding w ij v j ranks the top among all the filters. Since v j is the result of pooling function, which equals to the maximum value of the filter's original output vector O j , we can trace back to find its position in vector O j . Suppose this maximum value corresponds to the k th value of vector O j , then we can trace back again to locate the k th n-gram sequence in the sentence. This n-gram sequence should be an important pattern to explain why this sentence is identified as feature request, since the corresponding mathematical transformation result of this sequence contributes the most to the final classification result.
As an example, we input the sentence "Therefore, it would be nice if AdaDelta could be added to the set of available optimizers." into the trained CNN model, and analyze the intermediate outputs to locate the X-gram sequences of the top-10 filters. Among these filters, two of them have the height of 5, and their corresponding 5-gram sequences are "it would be nice if " and "if AdaDelta could be added". Other filters are with smaller heights and most of their corresponding X-gram sequences are overlapping with the two 5-gram sequences mentioned above. From this example, we can see that CNN is also able to identify reasonable patterns in the form of key phrases in a sentence to interpret its classification result. As a future work, we plan to conduct a more formal study to improve interpretability of CNN's classification results.
Implications
Although our approach achieves a high accuracy when classifying sentences from developer discussions in issue tracking systems, the ultimate goal of intention mining is to leverage certain types of intentions for further analysis to solve software engineering tasks. In general, given a specific task, not all sentences in developer discussions are worthy for textual analysis, and intention mining can serve as a data pre-processing tool to filter out the noisy data.
As an example, we present a "Where should I post?" problem, that can benefit from intention mining. During our manual sentence labeling process, we found that a number of issue reports are directly closed by the project maintainer due to its unsuitable topic. For example, in TensorFlow Issue #773, the issue reporter asked "Is there any way to get the gradients of activations (not the parameters), and watch them in Tensorboard?". From this question, we can see that he is seeking for help about TensorFlow's functionality. Thus, the maintainer closed this issue report and suggested to post his question on Stack Overflow, since it is not a bug, or a feature request. Both the issue reporter and the maintainer would waste their time due to the question asked in the wrong place. To address this problem, we can possibly design an automatic tool to analyze the textual description and give appropriate suggestions when a developer is asking general questions instead of reporting bugs or proposing feature requests. To do so, a possible solution is to apply our pre-trained CNN model to check whether the issue report contains problem discovery or feature request sentences. Additionally, we can extract information seeking sentences to perform further analysis, such as identifying whether the post is a general question or bug-related question. In future work, we would like to validate whether intention mining can be effectively applied to solve this problem.
Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity relates to the errors in our code, the used taxonomy and the personal bias in manual classification of sentences. To reduce errors in our code, we have double checked and fully tested our code, still there could be errors that we did not notice. To reduce the impact of undetected errors in our code, we also published our source code and dataset to enable other researchers replicate and extend our work. To reduce subjectivity in the design of sentence taxonomy, we extended the taxonomy proposed by Di Sorbo et al. ' , which has been shown to be effective in analyzing developer discussions from mailing lists and user feedbacks from app reviews. To reduce the personal bias in manual annotation process, we strictly followed the card sorting process and had the first two authors involved label the sentences independently. The high Kappa level reported indicates a substantial agreement between the labelers. We further reduced bias by using an external evaluator to help resolve disagreements. These steps increase our confidence in the manually created dataset. We also provided the context of the sentence, such as the paragraph the sentence is in and the corresponding issue report, to avoid the difficulty in classifying sentences containing the word like "this", "that", "it", and "they". The user study on which we report later in this paper (see Section 7) also helps reduce threats by having professional developers assess whether or not the categories we produced using model learned from training data from this dataset are meaningful and appropriate. Another threat is that participants' degree of carefulness and effort in our user study may also affect the validity of our user study results. To reduce this threat, we recruited participants who expressed interests in our research and double checked the user study results to make sure there is no error due to inconsistency (i.e., the participant mistakenly labelled the entire category).
Threats to external validity relates to the generalizability of our results. Although we have collected a large number of sentences (i.e., 5,408), these sentences were sampled from a limited number (i.e., 100 or 200) of issue reports instead of all issue reports from each project, which might reduce the diversity of our dataset. Also, the number of sampled issues didn't follow a stratified sampling strategy (i.e., TensorFlow has the lowest number of total issues while we sampled 200 issues from TensorFlow), which might introduce bias to our experiment results. Besides, considering the huge number of projects hosted on GitHub, the experiment results achieved with the data extracted from only four projects may not be generalizable to developer discussions recorded in other projects. Moreover, although GitHub issue tracker is widely used, there are also other popular issue tracking systems (e.g., Bugzilla and JIRA), and it is unknown whether our approach still works well for developer discussions from these issue tracking systems. In a future work, we plan to collect more data from more projects hosted on different issue tracking systems for evaluation to mitigate this threat. On the other hand, we used cross-project prediction to evaluate our approach, and the results show that our approach can be trained from existing project and performs well when applied to a new project. However, when using data from issue reports to train our approach and predict data in emails, the prediction result is less accurate, which indicates that our approach does not fully bridge the gap between different communication channels. We plan to reduce this threat further by improving our approach further and analyzing more sentences from other forms of developer discussion.
Threats to construct validity relates to the suitability of our evaluation measures. We used accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score which are also used by Di Sorbo et al.'s study [10] , and past studies to evaluate the performance of various automated software engineering techniques [73] - [77] . Thus, we believe there is little threat to construct validity.
In this paper, we manually categorize 5,408 sentences from issue reports of four projects in GitHub, and refine Di Sorbo et al.'s taxonomy of intentions. We propose a deep learning based approach to automatically and more accurately classify sentences into different categories of intentions. Our approach integrates CNN with batch normalization to boost the training speed by at least 10 times. We also propose an automatic hyperparameter tuning approach, along with an ensemble learning component to further improve the accuracy of CNN with a reasonable training time cost. Our approach achieves an average accuracy of 0.8 on both Di Sorbo et al.'s and our dataset, which improves Di Sorbo et al.'s approach and the other automated sentence classification approaches by a substantial margin. To further investigate the generalizability of our approach, we conducted a user study with 11 professional developers and we find that 89% of the classification results are agreed by the majority of developers. Finally, we conducted a case study to show how our approach can serve as a support tool to help in rectifying misclassified issue reports.
In the future, we plan to refine our approach further by considering the context of a sentence, and leveraging multi-label learning algorithms [90] to classify a sentence into multiple intention categories simultaneously. We also plan to evaluate the performance of our approach with developer discussions from other communication channels, e.g., a code review system. Finally, we plan to apply our approach to downstream tasks. For example, since the F1-score achieved by our approach for information seeking is rather high (i.e., more than 0.9), we plan to leverage the identified sentences of information seeking to summarize frequently asked questions from the issue tracking system of a project. Then, we plan to summarize different solutions for these FAQs by extracting the sentences of solution proposal.
